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From the Minister
Welcome to the inaugural presentation of the
Work Health and Safety Excellence Awards.
These new awards - an amalgamation of the
Work Safety Awards Western Australia for
general industry and the Safety and Health
Resources Sector Awards – recognise
outstanding innovations and solutions to
specific workplace health and safety issues by
individuals, groups or organisations.
This year’s entrants have come from a diverse
range of industries and from businesses of all
sizes.
All have been extremely impressive, and I
congratulate each and every entrant.
The Award finalists share a common factor
– all have produced an innovative initiative or an original solution to a specific
safety or health issue in their workplace.
They are all setting an example for the rest of their industry to follow.
One of the McGowan Government’s priorities is worker safety, which is why we’re
developing a modernised Work Health and Safety Bill to better protect workers in
Western Australia.
On behalf of the McGowan Government, I applaud all the entrants for the Work
Health and Safety Excellence Awards.
In particular, sincere congratulations to all the Award winners for your commitment
to the health and safety of all Western Australians. You are all a credit to your
industries.
The Hon. Bill Johnston MLA
Minister for Mines and Petroleum; Energy and Industrial Relations
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Work Health and Safety Excellence Awards

About the Awards

The Work Health and Safety
Excellence Awards recognise
outstanding solutions and innovations
to specific workplace health and safety
problems in Western Australia.
The Awards are an amalgamation and
replacement of the Safety and Health
Resources Sector Awards and the
Work Safety Awards.

Award categories
Work health and safety
invention of the year
Best solution to a work
health and safety risk
Best workplace health
and wellbeing initiative
Leadership excellence
award
Safety and health
representative
of the year
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Work Health and Safety Invention of the Year
Finalists in the 199 employees or less category
Company:
Project: 		

Quatto Project Engineering
Quattro fan hanging system

Quattro Project Engineering (QPE) have developed and implemented a
mechanised solution for installing and removing underground mine ventilation
fans. This system does not require any working at heights when installing the fan,
and additional work to attach ducting can be carried out from a mobile elevated
work platform.
Installation of a secondary ventilation fan in an underground mine involves
personnel working at height in a constrained work environment. Hazards in this
process include slip, trip and fall events along with ergonomic hazards such as
reaching and stretching associated with the manual handling aspects of the task.
To minimise exposure of personnel to the hazards of working at height and
working in a constrained environment, the fan can be installed and removed by
the Integrated Tool (IT) carrier operator, without requiring personnel in the basket.
A camera and lighting system with display in the IT cab provide vision to the fan
bracket during installation, and the IT operator has control over the basket gripper
arms to release the fan when the installation is complete.
A prototype was built and trialled in 2016 and, following a few modifications, the
system is now in operation across numerous sites in Australia.
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Work Health and Safety Invention of the Year
Finalists in the 199 employees or less category
Company:
Project: 		

rerisk
rerisk

Instead of digitising safety paperwork, rerisk has developed real-time technical
support specific to each worker. Workers must continuously navigate infinite and
dynamic in-field scenarios, and static checklists simply don’t work. Some of the
unique features rerisk provides to workers include intelligence-driven reminders,
interventions and hold points as well as risk-based hierarchies that flex to
accommodate in-field logistical changes.
rerisk has been used across mining, utility and construction sites resulting in
improvements in safety thinking together with estimated time savings of more
than 30 minutes per in-field worker per day.
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Work Health and Safety Invention of the Year
Finalists in the 199 employees or less category
Company:
Project: 		

Rotation Solutions
Tundra safety app

The Rotation Solutions team was challenged to reinforce front-end hazard
identification. They chose to use technology to help audit team members and
reduce the key job risks and human factor errors.
The result is a smart application called Tundra that takes users through the
process of job safety analysis, breaking it down into easy to manage steps while
making suggestions to the user
The innovative qualities of the app include an easy to use workflow and interface,
invitation and accessibility for any worker, and smart recommendations showing
task hazards and controls, in the event that forgetfulness or a human error does
occur. Features include easy on-board for contractors to safety for shutdowns
or short employment, with varying access control, digital signatures for ease of
review and sign off on-site or in the office.
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Work Health and Safety Invention of the Year
Finalists in the 200 employees or more category
Company:
Project: 		

BHP
Self-powered proximity switch test box

On Epiroc PV271 and D65 Drill Rigs, in order to test a proximity switch on the drill,
the machine needed to be “Live” and the engine running in some circumstances.
This posed a risk to maintainers as they are not working in a “Zero Energy State”.
This self-powered proximity switch test box allows maintainers to check the
function and serviceability of proximity switches on both Epiroc PV271 and D65
drill rigs. The use of this box eliminates the need for live testing when checking
these sensors/proxys. The box uses two 9 volt batteries to allow the maintainer
to check that the sensor/proxy is working correctly. The inbuilt switch toggles the
wiring configuration to suit either the two wire sensor or three wire sensor. The
switch has an LED feedback light so the maintainer can visually see if the sensor/
proxy is working.
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Work Health and Safety Invention of the Year
Finalists in the 200 employees or more category
Company:
Project: 		

BHP Nickel West
Nickel West Kwinana laboratory automation

BHP Nickel West Kwinana Automated Laboratory Project commenced a study
aimed at identifying ways to reduce manual handling and hygiene exposures for
the laboratory team.
In conjunction with WA based IMP Group, the Kwinana laboratory team identified
that the installation of five automated modules would eliminate many of the health
and safety risks that much of the team had been managing over 20 to 30 years.
The automated laboratory was designed in consultation with the laboratory
team and required a number of new innovations in order to meet the team’s
requirements. The design also incorporated the learnings and best practices from
other laboratory automation installations from within Australia and around the
world.
In addition to delivering the health and safety improvements, the project also
increased sample processing capacity in the laboratory and is a key enabler for
future expansions in production and alternative products at the BHP Nickel West
Kwinana Refinery.
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Work Health and Safety Invention of the Year
Finalists in the 200 employees or more category
Company:
Project: 		

Clough
A new perspective on working at height

Clough, as an engineering, procurement and construction contractor, undertakes
high risk working at height activities on a regular basis across global projects.
The most effective method of addressing the hazards is to eliminate or minimise
working at height exposures through the design of a facility, or use of alternative
construction methods.
Clough applied this thinking to the Water Corporation’s Beenyup Advanced
Water Recycling Plant through the design and construction of the Ultra Filtration
Reverse Osmosis (UFRO) building. The traditional construction method is to ‘stick
build’ the structure in-situ and then clad to framework with the metal sheeting.
The stick build method was estimated to include additional manhours of working
at height, including cladding of the sides and main roof with teams requiring to
work off elevated working platforms (EWPs) and from temporary scaffolding to
install individual metal sheets. An alternative method was developed whereby the
roof of the UFRO building would be constructed on the ground, lifted, and then
pinned to the steel framework. This allowed the majority of the roof structure to
be assembled on the ground with multiple activities (including: bolt checking and
verification, insulation, conduits, steel cladding, QC inspections) all installed prior
to lifting into place.
Due to its success, Clough has now applied this process to other roof structure
projects in Western Australia reducing the exposure of working at height by 80%.
6
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Work Health and Safety Invention of the Year
Finalists in the 200 employees or more category
Company:
Project: 		

Komatsu
Komatsu tune safe

Ashley Spencer, a Komatsu employee, observed technicians in the line of fire
when live testing while carrying out relief valve pressure adjustments on Komatsu
mining and construction mobile plant. This potentially could have resulted in the
death of a technician if there was a sudden release of stored energy. To eradicate
this potential, the Tune Safe device was invented and developed by Ashley and
the Komatsu engineering team. The device enables technicians to undertake this
task from the cab, rather than be in the potential line of fire. The Tune Safe device
is transferable between various classes of Komatsu mining and construction
equipment.
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Work Health and Safety Invention of the Year
Finalists in the 200 employees or more category
Company:
Project: 		

Piacentini and Son
Piacentini and Son Panther

The Panther was engineered by Piacentini as a system and process that made
the loading and unloading of this equipment safer, easier and cost effective and
eliminates the risk to personnel during moving heavy earth moving equipment of
varying sizes on haul roads.
The “Panther” low loader’s entire deck moves up and down to allow mining
equipment to be safely loaded and unloaded, an action that is remote controlled.
When lowering the deck, the rear wheels will lift entirely off the ground which
allows for stability during loading and unloading. This increases safety during
loading and unloading as it eliminates pivot points. Features include hand railed
environment for safe operator access and egress from loaded machine to ground
level and remote controlled trailer raising and lowering functions’.
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Work Health and Safety Invention of the Year
Finalists in the 200 employees or more category
Company:
Project: 		

Rio Tinto
Tanks construction working at height elimination

A working at heights risk was identified during the replacement of a 1 ML water
tank. The installers were required to work at height to install the tank cover sheets
once the first cover was in place, which exposed them to an open edge and a
potential fall that could result in a serious injury.
Following a review of the construction methodology and safe work practices,
an opportunity to modify the tank’s design was identified. A new top plate ring
and lifter design with a reduced height of 425mm were introduced. This change
accommodates the transition between the new reduced panels and the standard
panels use for the rest of the construction. It allows construction personnel to do
the tank cover installation safely from the ground, therefore removing completely
the working at height issue.
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Work Health and Safety Invention of the Year
Finalists in the 200 employees or more category
Company:
Project: 		

Rio Tinto
Tipper truck – raised body alarm system

A recent incident involving a tipper truck colliding with overhead infrastructure
highlighted the need to deploy risk controls to alert the driver when the tipper
body is raised. The tipper truck’s dump body remained raised in the elevated
position, with the driver unaware and continuing to drive. Rio Tinto in partnership
with Custom Fluidpower developed an alarm system.
A project team was assembled, and a risk based approach was taken to develop
a solution, which involved the design and trial of a prototype system, consultation
with end-users and subsequently rolled out to 38 tipper trucks.
The solution has been well received, and will significantly mitigate the safety risks
posed to operators and surrounding personnel due to a tipper truck collision with
overhead infrastructure, such as conveyors and power lines.

10
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Best Solution to a Work Health and Safety Risk
Company:
Project: 		

BHP
Ship loader anti-collision and automation project

The Ship loader anti-collision and automation project was initiated to reduce
an inherent risk in the operation of ship loaders. This innovative solution was
developed by BHP internal personnel coupled with state-of-the-art technology
from an external vendor.
The aim of zero collisions with vessels was achieved during the piloting period of
the solution. Automation of the ship loader removes personnel from the loading
end of the ship loader booms thereby removing personnel from a high risk
operating environment.
This enabled BHP to achieve a significant milestone in being the first organisation
to autonomously load a cape-sized ocean going vessel. This solution is
transferrable to other parts of BHP’s operations and the industry in general.
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Best Solution to a Work Health and Safety Risk
Company:
Project: 		

Mainline Demolition Pty Ltd
Mandurah bridge 320 down

Demolition of the Old Mandurah Bridge, a 192 metre, 23-span structure, offered a
unique opportunity for Mainline to harness experience and innovation and apply it
in a live waterway environment. The aged condition of the structure, variable tidal
flows of the estuary, live traffic and active inner urban shorelines presented many
operational challenges.
Innovations included turning water into an asset. The introduction of flotation for
capture and transport of large concrete elements up to 60 tonnes was the key
driver, made possible by Mainline’s custom made roller flotation airbags. Mainline
developed a low speed, high torque, hold, rotate and cut machine, fitted to an 18
metre telescopic boom, capable of cutting 500mm+ below the seabed, without
divers.
Use of cranes and many manual handling operations were eliminated. The deck
above headstock level, including service pipes, stairways, fishing platforms,
concrete sections, timber stringers, bearers and sundry bridge elements were
removed using various mechanical handling attachments fitted to an excavator.
With a clear mandate for every individual to “think it through, to get through” the
team focused on implementing best practice to achieve a zero incident, zero
harm completion of the demolition.
12
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Best Solution to a Work Health and Safety Risk
Company:		
Project: 		
				

Melius Consulting
Improving health, safety and productivity outcomes through 		
identifying and supporting individuals with sleep disorders

Tropicana Gold Mine (TGM) is a fly-in, fly-out operation in Western Australia,
operating on a 24/7, 365-days a year basis. Shift work is inherent to the business,
making fatigue a risk that needs to be managed. A baseline fatigue study at
TGM identified that 60 per cent of the study participants were not achieving the
recommended 7-9 hours of sleep per night, and a high number of fatigue alarms
were being activated in haul trucks. Such fatigue incidents may have a significant
impact on health, safety and performance.
Melius Consulting worked with key stakeholders, TGM and its alliance mining
contractor Macmahon Holdings to develop a solution to identify, screen and
treat individuals with potential sleep disorders. The solution, a Sleep Disorder
Screening Program, is delivered on site, reducing the need for individuals to
travel to Perth for screening.
Since inception of the program, there has been a 51 per cent reduction in fatigue
alarms with haul truck drivers. Individuals diagnosed with a clinical sleep disorder
were assigned to TGM’s injury management process to return to work, fit for work.
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Best Solution to a Work Health and Safety Risk
Company:
Project: 		

Rio Tinto
Ports Dampier idler weight reduction

Conveyor maintenance is a common practice in the mining industry. One of the
most frequent maintenance tasks is the change-out of failed idlers. A typical
idler can weigh up to 40 kilograms making it especially challenging to manually
handle. Coupled with the fact that maintainers are often required to lift idlers in
awkward positions, the risk of injury is far too high. Completely removing the
requirement to manually handle an idler is extremely difficult. Therefore, other
means of reducing the risk of injury is needed. Through a risk-based approach,
it was identified that the maximum idler weight a standard individual should carry
is 20 kilograms. Extensive trialling proved that composite materials deliver equal
or greater performance at a significantly lighter weight. These composite-shelled
idlers have allowed the weight of the top five most used idlers at Dampier to be
reduced by approximately 40 per cent each. This weight reduction will ensure
that over 90 per cent of idlers purchased at Dampier are under 20 kilograms.
Other safety benefits include reduction of noise exposure. Teams are currently
working to reduce the weight of the remaining idlers to significantly reduce
manual handing risk and elimination of injuries.

14
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Best Solution to a Work Health and Safety Risk
Company:		
Project: 		

TENSA Equipment and Multiplex
Remote load control during lifting operations with Roborigger

Roborigger is a load controlling device that allows lifting to be performed without
people needing to be in the vicinity of the load.
Roborigger uses inertial forces to orient the load. The reaction from rotating
the flywheel clockwise will rotate the load anticlockwise and vice versa. When
combined with lithium batteries and a sophisticated control system using sensors
and wireless control, the system can achieve its objective in a compact, reliable
and self-contained package.
Roborigger also has a load cell to record the load, GPS, an internet connected
camera to take still pictures of every load lifted or released, an optional wirelesscontrolled release hook to allow loads to be disconnected remotely and an
internet connection that gives access to the complete history of the operations
and the data and images collected.
When using Roborigger, no taglines are used and loads can be manoeuvred
through confined spaces or complex steel frames without touching existing
structure or having taglines snag. Roborigger also increases the operating
window for lifting operations that involve loads with large surface areas which are
affected by wind.
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Best Solution to a Work Health and Safety Risk
Company:
Project: 		

Water Corporation
Customised chemical barrier protection

Water Corporation operates over 150 facilities that store and use corrosive
chemicals for treatment applications, whether they are dangerous goods or nondangerous goods.
In response to a number of incidents involving chemicals and loss of containment,
and in some cases injury to personnel, Water Corporation comprehensively
reviewed how risks were being managed and mitigated.
An investigation reviewed current design standards used throughout Water
Corporation and also questioned the effectiveness of the high levels of PPE used
as a barrier protection as a long term solution. The review also consulted with
operations and maintenance personnel and considered the types and locations
of chemicals used at sites, historical data relating to incidents and near misses,
and information captured in the corporate risk profile relating to the current
control measures to mitigate these risks.
Evaluation of this data identified that the implementation of an engineering control
(barrier protection) was a practicable means of managing the risks that these
chemicals posed.
16
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Best Solution to a Work Health and Safety Risk
Company:		
Project: 		

WesTrac
Elimination of live work

WesTrac’s Elimination of Live Work (ELW) project is an initiative to remove the
need for technicians to be in the line of fire when performing live work.
WesTrac identified a significant risk to personnel who were required to work on
live machinery that could not be isolated in order for the task to be conducted.
Employees servicing and maintaining large mining equipment are exposed to
serious physical harm or death if hazardous energies on the equipment are not
properly controlled.
WesTrac used user-based focus groups, customer feedback and engagement
with the original equipment manufacturer to identify 34 projects that are suitable
to remove the need for a technician to be in the footprint of a live machine. To
date, eight out of 32 projects have been completed, with another twelve solutions
in development, and a further twelve solutions being tested. WesTrac is working
with their customers and suppliers to share the lessons learned on ELW to
improve safety across a range of industries and frontiers.
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Best Workplace Health and Wellbeing Initiative
Finalists in the 199 employees or less category
Company:
Project: 		

Galactic Co-operative
Galactic workplace health and wellbeing initiative

As a worker-owned cooperative, workplace wellbeing of Galactic members
and employees is their top value. Besides making people happier and avoiding
unnecessary suffering from preventable health issues, good workplace health
and wellbeing is also good for business, contributing to improved productivity
and creativity, decreased number of sick days and staff turnover.
Galactic Co-operative surveyed all staff to pinpoint issues and areas where
improvements had the highest potential impact on workplace wellbeing. This
was followed by workshops to confirm the highest priority issues, agree on root
causes, brainstorm solutions, and establish consensus for an action plan. The
plan aimed to decrease cognitive demand by standardising work processes
better and providing training to better handle high cognitive demand by using
productivity tools, minimising interruptions and multitasking, and identifying and
utilising personal strengths. This included providing sleep hygiene training and
establishing a nap room.
The initiative decreased job demand from 5.0 to 4.7 (below the industry
benchmark of 5.7) and severe sleep problems from 12.5 per cent to 8.3 per cent.
Participation was high, the feedback was positive, and staff felt their wellbeing
was taken seriously. The full engagement of all staff has engendered a feeling of
empowerment and improved morale.

18
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Best Workplace Health and Wellbeing Initiative
Finalists in the 199 employees or less category
Company:
Project: 		

Neerigen Brook Primary
Staff and student wellbeing

Staff, student and community wellbeing is the cornerstone of Neerigen Brook
Primary School. The school is in a very low socio-economic area with societal
challenges. This has a direct impact on the children at the school and inspired
making mental health and wellbeing a whole of school focus. Given the hardships
their community faced, Neerigen Brook Primary school took it upon themselves
to seek further sources and variety of mental health support to implement into the
school.
The school allocated each year group with a Senior Leader as a support for
curriculum as well as staff mental health. They also sought out a mental health
program called ‘By George’. This program is aimed at supporting teacher mental
health and well-being and has generated improvements in staff self-care,
communication and patience. All staff members have been actively engaged
and passionate about the well-being of their community and given regular
opportunities to contribute and share their ideas and suggestions.
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Best Workplace Health and Wellbeing Initiative
Finalists in the 199 employees or less category
Company:
Project: 		

Ranger Drilling
Ranger hydration and heat illness program

Ranger undertook a holistic review of how they introduce personnel to working
and managing their hydration in the Pilbara heat. The Ranger Hydration and
Heat Illness Program initiative was developed in conjunction with employees.
It involved an initial review of work tasks, hours and environmental conditions,
hydration testing and equipment available, training, reporting and testing
employee knowledge of heat illnesses.
Following the review, Ranger took a staged approach to daily working hours
and hydration testing based on ambient temperature, and whether the worker
was new or returning to the Pilbara. Ranger significantly improved training
content and scheduled all personnel to complete the training in September as
the temperatures rise. Following the Christmas drill break, Ranger purchased
urine refractometers for all rigs, developed online reporting and analysis tools,
incorporated participation KPI’s for all personnel and provided results feedback to
all levels of the company.
The program was rolled out through a safety roadshow and was well received.
It has had a significant positive impact on the company with no-one requiring
medical aid for dehydration since its implementation. Over 37,000 tests have
been conducted by around 110 personnel in the 13 months since initiation, which
provides data for further program improvements.
20
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Best Workplace Health and Wellbeing Initiative
Finalists in the 200 employees or more category
Company:
Project: 		

BHP
BHP family connection magnets

The ability of a family member to easily contact an employee whilst working away
was a gap BHP identified for FIFO workers. The initiative was to create a simple,
but highly effective tool to equip families with alternate pathways to contact an
employee in those ‘just in case’ situations. It was identified that by enabling family
to feel connected with employees at all times alleviate stressors associated with
working away.
The solution: Fridge magnets developed that include details of BHP’s Employee
Assistance Provider, as well as alternative contact numbers if a loved one was
not able to contact the employee directly. Magnets were directly mailed with a
letter from the respective GM to employee’s residential address. This ensured the
magnets and message reached the target audience.
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Best Workplace Health and Wellbeing Initiative
Finalists in the 200 employees or more category
Company:
Project: 		

ConsMin
Mining minds matter, working away not alone

In acknowledging the global and national movement in recognising the stigma
and discrimination associated with mental health and in particular the effect
mental health can have within the FIFO community, ConsMin has responded by
developing a mental health framework to safeguard the mental health of their
people and facilitate the provision of a safe workplace for all.
“Mining Minds Matter, Working Away not Alone” continues to build momentum,
demonstrating several tangible measures of success as a sustainable and
progressive program by:
•• aligning to 89 per cent of to the recommendations of the report Impact of
FIFO work arrangements on the health and wellbeing of FIFO workers
•• improving rate of engagement of the ConsMin Peer Support Group Council in
comparison to employee assistance alternatives
•• using quarterly surveys reporting a steady and positive response to the
program
•• accelerating completion rates of certified mental health first aid training.

22
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Leadership Excellence Award
Company:
Clough
Project: 		 Preventing construction fatalities through the Major Accident 		
				Prevention (MAP) program

The traditional hazard identification and management approach to preventing
major accidents and fatalities is well understood in the construction industry, but
is an approach that has not delivered the desired outcomes.
Following a series of high risk potential events, Clough recognised that to
prevent major accidents, their hazard management programs needed a different
approach. Clough needed to gain an in-depth understanding of the activities
which contribute to major accident events (MAEs) and identify the ‘critical few’
actions that can prevent them from happening.
Clough developed the Major Accident Prevention (MAP) Program to identify,
analyse and manage the work health and safety risks that give rise to MAEs that
may potentially result in multiple fatalities. Using risk analysis techniques, the MAP
program identified the MAEs that apply to construction activities and simplified
the controls into the ‘critical few’ which are verified proactively in field by site
supervision.
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Leadership Excellence Award
Company:
Project: 		

Fortescue Metals Group
Participate to eliminate

The ”Participate to Eliminate” campaign provided a great opportunity for
Fortescue employees to contribute to improving the safety of their workplaces
where workers put forward their ideas, innovations, improvements, designs and
suggestions. Individuals were acknowledged, recognised and rewarded for
their efforts and contributions. An important part of the program was ensuring
that all ideas were reviewed, assessed and, once approved for implementation,
supported through the process.
This campaign strengthened engagement between teams and their leaders
and empowered more people to put forward their ideas for improving their
workplace’s safety.

24
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Leadership Excellence Award
Company:
Project: 		

Lendlease
Mums for safety

During recent leadership engagement and site visits to assess the effectiveness
of current safety communications, Lendlease realised they needed to do
something different to cut through the noise on site and keep safety at forefront
of everyone’s mind.
The safety function developed the, “Mums for Safety” strategy to increase
engagement and effect positive behaviour change on site. This campaign
has had a huge impact through its unique tone of voice, its reach, messaging,
environmental communications and film. In terms of employee engagement,
this has been Lendlease’s most successful campaign ever. It has been the top
trending campaign on Lendlease’s global intranet, with the most-ever comments
and most-ever likes, showing measurable changes in awareness of safety.
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Leadership Excellence Award
Company:
Project: 		

Programmed
Young workers program

The ‘Supervising Young Workers Program’ specifically targets learning
interventions for two audiences; young workers and their supervisors and
managers. The program encompasses a holistic approach to managing young
worker safety in any workplace, starting from when they are first engaged and
inducted into the business, right through to completing their placement on site.
Key elements of the program include:
•• ability to identify young worker applicants in the Recruitment and Incident
Management Systems
•• limited scope of works that workers under 18 are assigned to perform
•• tailored induction program which includes professionally developed short,
engaging videos that cover common risks and controls
•• development of a Young Worker Checklist used as part of Week One – Start
Up controls
•• provision of a Supervising Young Workers Guide for Host Employers which
provides guidance on the most effective ways to engage with, train and
manage young workers on site.

26
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Leadership Excellence Award
Company:
Project: 		

Rio Tinto
Driving leadership excellence in electrical safety

Rio Tinto – Core Services implementation of condition monitoring programs for
HV electrical assets has reduced electrical safety incidents, identified previously
unknown areas of risk, improved operational processes, increased site-based risk
ownership, reduced maintenance hours and driven cost savings. It has changed
the way Rio Tinto manages its extensive fleet of HV electrical assets and has
increased the focus on asset health. In turn, it has shifted the workplace culture
from a culture that ‘fixed it when it failed’ to a culture that aims to look after,
maintains, and replaces assets before they fail.
Through the condition monitoring and data visualisation and analytics program
Rio Tinto – Core Services remain committed to effective management of critical
risks by every tradesman, operator and contractor. The use of senior leaders as
visible safety champions setting clear expectations for safety. With a high level of
engagement by all team members and contractors in safety. The empowerment
of teams by providing a budget to improve safety and a strong focus on “don’t
just fix it; improve it’ driving a culture of innovation.
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Safety and Health Representative of the Year
Name: 		
Company:

Denise Amohia
Department of Mines, Industry Regulations and Safety
Denise Amohia is the SHRep for the
11th floor of Mineral House. Denise’s
area of representation includes three
branches within the Resource and
Environmental Compliance division.
Denise has been a SHRep since
the Department was established in
2017 and, in that time, she has been
a passionate advocate for safety

and health in her work area. Denise has been instrumental in increasing worker
participation in OSH, which has had a positive impact on the initiatives that the
Work Health and Safety section have been implemented.

28
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Safety and Health Representative of the Year
Name:		
Company:

Matthew Clements
Fortescue Metals Group

Matthew Clements empowers the Fortescue values and takes these and more
into the role of SHRep at Christmas Creek mine site. Matthew is consistent with
his approach and tackles every challenge as an opportunity to improve. During
his time as a Safety Representative, Matthew has become a go-to Safety and
Health Representative to get the job done, with his positive attitude and approach
earning him respect amongst the work group and management teams across site.
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Safety and Health Representative of the Year
Name:		
Company:

Mike Pinkham
City of Cockburn

Mike has been the solo SHRep for the Cockburn Aquatic Recreation Centre’s
(ARC) 350 staff since it opened in May 2017. Although Mike’s role is in the
Aquatics area, he has actively engaged and sought to understand all areas of
the business to allow him to represent the areas as best as possible. Mike is an
advocate for the City’s Zero Harm philosophy which includes encouraging their
people to have the courage to report (every incident, near miss and hazard),
intervene (if they see something unsafe) and to stop work (if they deem it to be
unsafe). Mike has a continuous improvement approach to safety and consistently
seeks to go above and beyond.
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Safety and Health Representative of the Year
Name:		
Company:

Megan Rosser
Fortescue Metals Group

Megan Rosser is nominated for her commitment to health and safety. Megan
fosters a safe work culture which encourages other females to become SHReps.
Through her dedication and participation as a SHRep, Megan has recently
transitioned into Site Safety Advisor position.
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Safety and Health Representative of the Year
Name:		
Project: 		

Christopher Scott
St Stephen’s School

Christopher Scott works tirelessly in his role as Theatre Operator, SHRep and
a member of the St Stephen’s School Safety and Wellbeing Committee. He
has a great safety attitude, and genuinely ‘walks the talk’. He is committed to
maintaining high safety standards in the Performing Arts and Theatre learning
areas across three campuses. He attends regular Committee meetings, actively
engaging and committing to his role and consultation with leadership and staff.
Chris never hesitates to assist others outside his direct work area and regularly
provides updates on safety matters and solutions to his fellow representatives
and the Committee. He has demonstrated excellent safety leadership skills.
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Safety and Health Representative of the Year
Name:		
Project: 		

Megan Silvey
St John of God Hospital Murdoch

Megan Silvey has been an outstanding SHRep across all aspects of her role and
responsibilities. She has brought significant positive changes to her Endoscopy
department through identifying OSH issues and facilitating improvement in safety
culture. Megan is always at the forefront in developing and educating her fellow
caregivers in regards to OSH issues and is a vocal participant in safety within the
Hospital.
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